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The classical going up and going down theorems, well known in commu-
tative ring theory, relate the prime ideals of a subring to the prime ideals
of the overring.
That is, suppose A is a subring of A9. The going up theorem states that
if P : Q, P, Q prime ideals of A, and if P9 is a prime ideal of A9 such
that P s P9 l A, then there is a prime ideal Q9 of A9 such that
Q s Q9 l A and P9 : Q9.
Similarly, the going down theorem says, given A, A9, P, P9 as above, if
Q : P, then there is a prime ideal Q9 of A9 such that Q s Q9 l A and
w xQ9 : P9 11 .
More general versions of the going up and going down theorems
similarly relate the prime ideals of two rings A, A9 when A9 is a homomor-
phic image of A. In this form the going down theorem is often expressed
in terms of the localizations at the primes P, P9.
In this work we look at these two theorems in the context of MV-alge-
bras and abelian l-groups. We show that the going up theorem holds in all
w xMV-algebras. We also show the lying over theorem 11 holds in all
MV-algebras. This theorem is well known in MV-folklore in its classical
version. Classically, this theorem states that every prime ideal in an
MV-subalgebra is the intersection of a prime ideal in the overalgebra with
the subalgebra.
On the other hand, as expected, we show by a simple example that the
going down theorem does not hold, in general, for MV-algebras. We shall
1Research partially supported at the Centre de Recerca Matematica, Institut D'Estudis
Catalans, Bellaterra, Spain.
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show, though, that in certain cases the going down theorem holds for
MV-algebras of continuous functions.
The first section of this work will deal with the proofs of the going up
and lying over theorems. The second section will provide the necessary
machinery for an appropriate notion of ``localization'' at a prime ideal of
an MV-algebra. The third section will take up the going down theorem in
certain situations involving MV-algebras of continuous functions. Finally,
we will show that the main results of the previous sections can be
transferred to abelian l-groups, resulting in similar theorems for these
groups.
We shall assume the reader to be familiar with MV-algebras and abelian
 w x.l-groups cf. 1, 3]5, 13 .
1. THE GOING UP AND LYING OVER THEOREMS
In what follows A and A9 will denote MV-algebras and h: A “ A9 an
MV-homomorphism. h* will denote the induced continuous map, h*:
 .  .  .  .Spec A9 “ Spec A , where Spec A and Spec A9 denote the prime ideal
spaces of A and A9, respectively.
 .DEFINITION 1. We say the going up theorem GU holds for h provided
 .  .for any P g Spec A and any prime Q, P : Q, if P9 g Spec A9 , P s
 .  .  . w xh* P9 , then there is a Q9 g Spec A9 , P9 : Q9 and Q s h* Q9 12 .
  ..  .  .In other words, h* V P9 s V P , where V I is the closed set in
 .  .   . < 4Spec A defined by V I s P g Spec A I : P .
 .Let h: A “ A9 be an MV-homomorphism and let h*: Spec A9 “
 .Spec A be the induced continuous map.
 .  .PROPOSITION 1. If P : Q, P g Spec A , and h* P9 s P, then there is a
 .  .Q9 g Spec A9 , P : Q9, such that h* Q9 s Q.
Ã Ã  .Proof. Let S s A y P and S s A y Q. Then S : S. Now h* P9 s
y1 Ã Ã .  .  .h P9 s P, so h* P9 l S s B. Thus, P9 l h S s B. Since h pre-
Ã Ã .  .serves n, we have that h S is closed under n. Moreover, 0 f h S . Let
Ã .Q9 be an ideal of A9 maximal with respect to P9 : Q9 and Q9 l h S s B.
Ã .  .  .Then Q9 g Spec A9 . Also h* Q9 l S s B. It follows that h* Q9 : Q.
 .  .Let x g Q. Suppose that x f h* Q9 . Then h x f Q9. Therefore there is
Ã Ã .   ..a y g h* S such that y g Q9 q id h x . That is, for some s g S and
 .  .  .some q9 g Q9 we have h s F q9 q h nx . Hence, h snx g Q9. We then
 .  .have s nx g h* Q9 : Q. But since nx g Q we get s g Q, which is ab-
 .surd. Thus h* Q9 s Q.
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 .  .COROLLARY. h*: Spec A9 “ Spec A is a closed map.
y1 .Proof. Let I be an ideal of A9. Set J s h I . Then J is an ideal of
Ã Ã Ã .  .A. Define h: ArJ “ ArI by h xrJ s h x rI. We have that h is an
Ã  .  .injective homomorphism. Therefore h*: Spec A9rI “ Spec ArJ is sur-
 .  .  .  .jective. Clearly V I ( Spec A9rI and V J ( Spec ArJ . In the corre-
Ã .  .  .spondence it is clear that h* P corresponds to h* PrI for P g V I .
  ..  .Hence, h* V I s V J .
 .DEFINITION 2. We shall say h satisfies the lying o¤er theorem LO
 .  .  .provided for each P g Spec A with Ker h : P there is a P9 g Spec A9
 .such that h* P9 s P.
PROPOSITION 2. For any A, A9, and homomorphism h: A “ A9, we ha¤e
that h satisfies the lying o¤er theorem.
 .  .Proof. Let P g Spec A and Ker h : P and set S s A y P. Set S9 s
 .  .h S . Clearly S9 is closed under n. Moreover, since Ker h : P we see
that 0 f S9. Let Q9 be an ideal of A9, Q9 maximal with respect to
 . y1 .Q9 l S9 s B. Then Q9 is a prime ideal of A9. Consider h* Q9 s h Q9 .
y1 .  .Clearly h Q9 l S s B. Thus h* Q9 : P. Applying the GU theorem
 .  .now gives us a prime ideal P9 g Spec A9 such that h* P9 s P. Hence
LO holds for h.
 .  .COROLLARY. If h: A “ A9 is injecti¤e, then h*: Spec A9 “ Spec A is
surjecti¤e.
 .COROLLARY. Let A be a subalgebra of A9. If P g Spec A , there is a
 .P9 g Spec A9 such that P s P9 l A.
Proof. Take h to be the inclusion map.
2. LOCALIZATION
In the case of a commutative ring A, localizing at a prime ideal P
consists in constructing an epimorphic image A for whichP
 .1 the ideal P , generated by the image of P, is the uniqueP
maximal ideal in A ,P
 .2 the elements not in P are invertible,P
 .3 there is a natural homeomorphism between the subspace of
 .  .Spec A of primes of A that are contained in P, and Spec A .P
Recalling that an MV-algebra is local iff it has a unique maximal ideal, a
notion corresponding to the above would be, given a prime P of A, to
construct a local epimorphic image in which the image of P is the unique
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maximal ideal and such that the elements not in the image of P have finite
order. Finite order in an MV-algebra parallels invertibility in rings in the
.sense that the ideals generated by such elements are not proper. We
should also demand that the prime ideals contained in P naturally
correspond to prime ideals in the image.
We intend to weaken these requirements by first requiring that our
``localization'' be an epimorphic image of a subalgebra of A. We can do
this in an MV-algebra modulo a certain ideal. In fact we can construct
such localizations in more than one way. However, each of the different
ways of doing this relate to a canonical version. This canonical version will
serve our purpose.
To this end let A be an MV-algebra and P a prime ideal of A. Let
 .   . < 4W A s F Q g Spec A Q : P .P
LEMMA 1. Suppose that P is a prime. Let I be a proper ideal of A and
 .assume W A : I. Then I : P or P : I.P
Proof. Suppose not. Then there is an x g I y P and a y g P y I. Then
xy g I y P. For xy g P implies xy q y g P, and so x k y g P. From this
we have x g P, which is false. Similarly xy g P y I. Now let Q be any
prime ideal of A with Q : P. Then xy f Q; thus xy g Q. Since Q is an
 .arbitrary prime contained in P, we have that xy g W A . Hence xy g I,P
which is impossible.
COROLLARY. Suppose P is a maximal ideal of A, and I a proper ideal of
 .A. If W A : I, then I : P.P
 .LEMMA 2. If P is a maximal ideal of A, then ArW A is a localP
 .MV-algebra with unique maximal ideal PrW A .P
 .  .Proof. Clearly PrW A is maximal in ArW A . Let J be a properP P
 .  .  .ideal of ArW A . Then J s IrW A for some ideal I : A, W A : I.P P P
 .By Lemma 1, I : P and, thus, J : PrW A .P
 .  < 4For an ideal I of A, set S I s x g A x n x g I . The following is
straightforward.
PROPOSITION 3. Let I : A be a proper ideal. Then
 .1. S I is a subalgebra of A.
 .2. I is an ideal of S I .
 .3. S I rI is a Boolean algebra.
 .   < 4 .4. If I is prime, then S I s I j I. I s x x g I .
 .5. If J is an ideal of S I and J : I, then J is an ideal of A.
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 .  .Now, if P : A is prime, then from 3 above we have that S P rP is a
 .  .Boolean algebra. Since P is prime in S P , we also know that S P rP is
 .  4linearly ordered. Thus S P rP s 0, 1 . Evidently we have
 .COROLLARY. If P is a prime ideal of A, then P is a maximal ideal of S P .
 .  .Observe that W A is an ideal of S P .P
 .DEFINITION 3. Let P g Spec A . By the localization at P we mean the
 .  .MV-algebra S P rW A , which we shall denote by A .P P
PROPOSITION 4. The localization A at a prime P of A is a localP
 .MV-algebra with maximal ideal PrW A .P
Proof. From the corollary above and Lemma 2 we see that
 .   ..   ..S P rW S P is a local MV-algebra with maximal ideal PrW S P .P P
  ..  .Clearly W S P : W A . It follows that A is a local MV-algebra withP P P
 .maximal ideal PrW A .P
There are other choices for a localization at P. For example, consider
2 2 .  .  . the MV-polynomial p z s z k z n z n z. Let S P s x gp z .
<  . 4  .A p x g P . It can be shown that S P is a subalgebra of A in whichp z .
 .  .P is a maximal ideal. Again the quotient S P rW A is a localp z . P
 .MV-algebra with maximal ideal PrW A .P
 .  . The ideal W A can also be characterized as follows. Let 0 A s x gP P
< H 4A x › P .
LEMMA 3. Let m be a minimal ideal in an MV-algebra A. If x g m, then
x H › m.
Proof. First we show m s D aH . Clearly we have D aH: m.af m af m
H Suppose for some x g m that x f a , for any a g A y m. Let S s x n
< 4  .y y g A y m j A y m . Then x g S, 0 f S, and S is closed under n.
Let P be an ideal maximal with respect to P l S s B. Then P is a prime
 .ideal and P l A y m s B. Hence, p : m. As m is a minimal prime we
see that P s m. But since x g S we have that x f P. But x g m and
 < H 4m s P, which is a contradiction. Now consider the ideal I s x x › m .
It is clear that I : m. Let a n b g I and suppose that a f I, b f I. Let
 .H Hc g a n b y m. Then a n b n c s 0. Then b n c g a : m as a f I.
Hence, since c f m we have b g m. By the first part of this proof, there is
a d f m with b g dH . Then d g bH: m, and so d g m. This contradic-
tion proves the lemma.
 .If I is an ideal of an MV-algebra A, I : P g Spec A , we shall say that
P is minimal o¤er I if for no prime ideal Q / P with Q ; P do we have
I : Q.
 .  .  .PROPOSITION 5. 0 A is an ideal of A and 0 A s W AP P P
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 .  .  .Proof. Clearly 0 A : W A and is an ideal. First, let Q g Spec AP P
 .be minimal over 0 A . Suppose we have an x g Q y P. Consider theP
y1  .  <  .4  .ideal x 0 A s y g A x n y g 0 A . Since Qr0 A is a minimalP P P
 . y1  .prime in Ar0 A , from Lemma 3 we know x 0 A › Q. Pick a y f Q,P P
 .x n y g 0 A . Hence, there is a w f P with x n y n w s 0. As y f Q soP
 . Hy f 0 A ; thus y : P. Therefore x n w g P, which is absurd. ErgoP
 .  .Q : P. Suppose now that there is an x g W A y 0 A . Let Q be anP P 0
 .ideal of A maximal with respect to 0 A : Q and x f Q . Then Q isP 0 0 0
  . <  . 4prime. Choose a minimal element Q in Q g Spec A 0 A : Q, x f Q .1 P
 .Then Q is minimal over 0 A . By the first part of this proof, we have1 P
 .Q : P and so W A : Q . Therefore x g Q which is absurd.1 P 1 1
 .  .It is clear that if Q g Spec A , Q : P, then QrW A is prime in A .P P
 .On the other hand, since S P may contain primes which are not prime in
A, it seems possible that A may have primes not obtainable from primesP
 .of A. This is certainly so if we don't factor out the ideal W A . ConsiderP
the following.
 4EXAMPLE. Let C s 0, c, 2c, . . . , 1 y 2c, 1 y c, 1 be the MV-algebra
w xas in 5 . Let M be the maximal ideal of C. Consider the subalgebra
A : C = C = C generated by the ideal M = M = M. Let P s 0 = M =
 . M. It is easy to see P is a minimal prime ideal of A. Thus, S P s 0 = M
.  .  .= M j 1 = M = M . Now Q s 0 = 0 = M is a prime ideal of S P but
not of A.
 .Note in this example that S P is local with maximal ideal P. On the
 4  .  4other hand, A s 0, 1 contains no new primes; that is, Spec A s 0P P
 4   . < 4and P s Q g Spec A Q : P .
In general we, have
 .LOCALIZATION THEOREM. Let A be an MV-algebra and let P g Spec A .
  . < 4Then there is a natural bijection between Q g Spec A Q : P and
 .Spec A .P
 .  .Proof. Assume that I : P is prime in S P and that W A : I. ItP
suffices to prove that I is prime in A. By the lying over theorem, we know
 .there is a prime ideal Q of A such that I s Q l S P s P j P. As I l P,
 .we know I s Q l P. Thus W A : Q. By Lemma 1, P : Q or Q : P.P
The former implies I s P; the latter implies I s Q. In either case, I is
 .prime in A. It is evident that the map Q “ QrW A is onto; it is easy toP
see it is injective.
  ..  .COROLLARY. W S P s W A for each prime ideal P : A.P P
$
 .   . < 4Let W A s Q g Spec A Q : P . The following lemma is evident.P
$
 .  .LEMMA 4. Let I : P g Spec A . Then for all primes Q g W A weP
  ..  .  .ha¤e I : Q iff I q W A rW A : QrW A .P P P
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$
 .  .Considering W A as a subspace of Spec A , where the open sets areP
 .   . < 4all of the form U J s Q g Spec A J › Q , J any ideal of A, we have
$
 .  .PROPOSITION 6. W A is homeomorphic to Spec A .P$
 .  < 4Proof. Let O : W A , and let O9 s QrW Q g O ; then O sP P $
 < 4  .Q QrW g O9 . Thus we need only show that O is open in W A iff O9P P$
 .  .  .is open in Spec A . Clearly O s W A iff O9 s Spec A . Thus we canP P P$
 .  .assume O, O9 are proper subsets of W A , Spec A , respectively. Sup-P P$ $
 .  .  .pose then O is open in W A . Thus, O s U I l W A for some ideal IP P
 .of A. O proper implies that I : P. By the lemma above, O9 s U I9 ,
  ..  .where I9 s I q W A rW A . Hence O9 is open. Conversely, supposeP P
 .  .O9 is open so that O9 s U I9 for some proper ideal I9 of Spec A . ThenP
 .  .  .I9 s IrW A for some proper ideal I of S P with W A : I. As P isP P
 .maximal in S P , we have from the corollary to Lemma 1 that I : P. By
 .  .Proposition 3 5 , we see that I is an ideal of A. Moreover, I s I q W A ,P$ $
 .  .  .so by the lemma above we have O s U I l W A and is open in W A .P P$
 .  .  .Therefore the bijection Q l QrW A between W A and Spec A is aP P P
homeomorphism.
3. THE GOING DOWN THEOREM
Let us begin this section with a statement of the usual going down
theorem.
Let h: A “ A9 be an MV-homomorphism. We say that h satisfies the
 .  .going down theorem provided, if P g Spec A and P9 g Spec A9 is such
 .  .that h* P9 s P, then for all Q g Spec A , Q : P, there is a Q9 g
 .  .Spec A9 , with Q9 : P9 and h* Q9 s Q.
The following simple example shows the going down theorem stated as
above fails in general.
EXAMPLE. Let C be the MV-algebra as in the previous example. Let
A9 s C = C = C. Let M be the maximal ideal of C. Let P s 0 = M = M.
P is an ideal of A9. Now let A be the subalgebra generated by P; thus
A s P j P.
Then P is a prime ideal in A. If we let P9 s 0 = C = C, then P9 is
prime in A9 and P s P9 l A.
Now let Q s 0 = 0 = M. Then Q is a prime ideal of A and Q ; P. But
P9 is a minimal prime of A9, hence there is no prime Q : P with
Q s Q9 l A. Hence the going down theorem fails for the inclusion map i:
A “ A9.
Observe that in this example A is already local with maximal ideal P;
X  4that is, A s A. On the other hand A s 0, 1 .P P 9
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In the theory of commutative rings, the going down theorem can be
stated using localizations. Thus, given commutative rings A, A9 and a
homomorphism h: A “ A9, we say the going down theorem holds for h if
 .  .for all P g Spec A and P9 g A9 with h* P9 s P, the induced map h*:
 X .  .Spec A “ Spec A is surjective.P 9 P
This statement is equivalent to the usual statement of the going down
 .theorem since there exists a natural bijection between Spec A and theP
  . < 4set Q g Spec A Q : P for any commutative ring A.
We shall take a similar version of the going down theorem for MV-alge-
bras. That is,
DEFINITION 4. Let h: A “ A9 be a homomorphism of MV-algebras.
 .We shall say the going down theorem GDT holds for h provided if
 .  .  .P g Spec A and P9 g Spec A9 with h* P9 s P, then the induced map
 X .  .h*: Spec A “ Spec A is surjective.P 9 P
This definition requires some explanation. Given h as above, we have a
X  .   ..homomorphism h: A “ A , whenever h* P9 s P. h xrW A sP P 9 P
 .  . y1h x rW A9 . Thus we have the induced map h* s h .P 9
That the above version of the going down theorem is equivalent to the
usual version, follows from the localization theorem.
 w x.We also have the following equivalence for the GDT cf. 11, p. 44 .
Suppose we have an MV-homomorphism h: A “ A9. For an ideal
h  .I : A, let I be the ideal in A9 generated by h I . Then
 .PROPOSITION 7. h satisfies the GDT iff for all P g Spec A , if P9 g
 . h  .Spec A9 is minimal o¤er P , then h* P9 s P.
 . hProof. Suppose that h satisfies the GDT. Let P g Spec A , P s
  ..  .  .id h P : P9 g Spec A9 with P9 minimal over P. Let Q s h* P9 . Then,
as P : Q, the GDT gives a surjection h*: AX “ A . Thus there is aP 9 Q
  ..  .  .Q9 : P9 with h* Q9rW A9 s PrW A ; that is, h* Q9 s P. ThenP 9 Q
h  .P : Q9. By minimality, Q9 s P9. Conversely, suppose P g Spec A , P9
 .  . hg Spec A9 , h* P9 s P; let Q : P. Then Q : P9. There is a Q9 g
 . h  .Spec A9 with Q9 minimal over Q and Q9 : P9. Thus h* Q9 s Q; that
is, h* is surjective.
Recall that an MV-algebra A is hypernormal if for each maximal ideal$
 .M of the algebra, W A is a chain under set inclusion.M
The following is easy to see.
PROPOSITION 8. If the GDT holds for h: A “ A9 and if A9 is hypernor-
mal, then h satisfies the GDT.
We can also show that the GDT is related to what the map h* does to
the minimal prime ideals. More exactly,
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PROPOSITION 9. Suppose that h: A “ A9 is a homomorphism. If h
  ..  .   ..satisfies the GDT , then h* Min A9 : Min A . Con¤ersely, if h* Min A9
 .: Min A and A is hypernormal, then h satisfies the GDT.
 .  .Proof. Let m9 g Min A9 and let P s h* m9 . Let m : P be a mini-
 .mal prime. By the GDT there is a Q9 : m9 with h* Q9 s m. But Q9 must
equal m9 and so m s P. Assume, conversely, that A is hypernormal and
 .that h* maps minimal primes to minimal primes. Let P s h* P9 , Q :
 .P, Q / P. Choose m9 : P9, m9 a minimal prime. Then m s h* m9 : P,
and m is minimal. Since A is hypernormal we must have that m : Q. By
 .the GU theorem, there is a prime ideal Q9 such that h* Q9 s Q and
m9 : Q9. Since m9 : P9 we must have P9 : Q9 or Q9 : P9. The former
implies that P s Q contrary to the assumption on Q. The latter implies
the GDT.
The following example shows that the assumption of hypernormality on
the subalgebra A cannot be removed.
EXAMPLE. Let A9 s C = C. Let I s M = M, where M is the maximal
ideal in C. Let A s I j I. Now A9 has two minimal prime ideals, namely,
P s 0 = C and P s C = 0. Then P l A and P l A are easily seen to1 2 1 2
be minimal primes in A. Let P s M = M and let P9 s M = C. Then
P s P9 l A. The ideal M = 0 is a minimal prime of A contained in P,
but there is no prime Q9 : P9 with Q9 l A s M = 0.
Note that Proposition 8 above indicates another situation where in
general the GDT fails. For every MV-algebra is embeddable into a
hypernormal MV-algebra.
We now exam some cases where the GDT does hold.
To this end, let A be a linearly ordered MV-algebra. Give A the0 0
interval topology.
Let X, Y be topological spaces and let a : X “ Y be a continuous
 .surjection. Consider the MV-algebra, C X, A , the algebra of continuous0
 ..functions from X to the MV-algebra A . Similarly, consider C Y, A . a0 0
 .  .  .induces an MV-homomorphism h : C Y, A “ C X, A , by h f sa 0 0 a
 w xfa . We remark that by 6 we can always take X, Y to be completely
w x .regular Hausdorff spaces when A s 0, 1 .0
We shall show that when a is an open and closed map and A is a0
w xcomplete subalgebra of the MV-algebra 0, 1 , the GDT will hold for h .a
We will also show the GDT will hold when A is an arbitrary linearly0
ordered MV-algebra, but where the map a : X “ Y has an extra condition
imposed on it.
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It is straightforward to prove
 .LEMMA 5. Let g g C X, A and let D be a compact subset of X. Then0
  . < 4  .sup g x x g D s g x for some x g D. If A is complete, then for any0 0 0
  . < 4subset D : X we ha¤e that sup g x x g D exists in A .0
 . Y  .   . <For a function g g C X, A , define g g A by g y s sup g x x gÃ Ã0 0
y1 .4 w x  .a y 12 . For a given y g Y we note that g y may not exist.Ã
LEMMA 6. If X, Y are topological spaces and a : X “ Y is an open and
 .closed surjection, then g g C Y, A whene¤er g exists.Ã Ã0
Proof. Suppose, for some y g Y, that g is not continuous at y .Ã0 0
 .  .Assume first that g y s a ) 0. Then, for some interval b, c , b - a - c,Ã 0
 .  .and every open U : Y, y g U, there exists a y g U with g y f b, c .Ã0 U U
 .Suppose first that for every such U there is a y g U with g y G c. LetÃU U
y1w x.  .C s g c, 1 ; then C is closed in X and therefore a C is closed in Y.
 .  .Moreover, y f a C , but every y g a C . Hence y is a limit point of0 U 0
 .  .a C and so is in a C , which is absurd. Thus for some open U with
 .y g U, there is no y g U such that g y G c. Call this open set U . HenceÃ0 0
 .for all U : U with y g U, we have a y g U with g y F b. LetÃ0 0 U U
y1 .  .O s g b, c so that O open in X. Thus, a O is open in Y. Now
 .  .  .y g a O ; thus U s a O l U contains a y with g y F b. But forÃ0 0 U U
 .  .some x g O we have a x s y so that g y ) b, which is impossible.ÃU U
 .Suppose now that g y s 0. So for every a g A , a ) 0, and every openÃ 0 0
 . y1w x.U : Y with y g U, there is a y g U with g y G a. Let C s g a, 1 ;Ã0 U U
 .  .then C is closed in X and a C is closed in Y. Again, y f a C . Since0
 .  .every y g a C we see that y is a limit point of a C and thus is inU 0
 .  .a C . We conclude, therefore, that g g C Y, A .Ã 0
LEMMA 7. Suppose a : X “ Y is a continuous, open and closed surjec-
 .  .tion. Assume for each g g C X, A that g g C Y, A . Then the GDTÃ0 0
 .  .holds for the induced homomorphism h : C Y, A “ C X, A .a 0 0
U   ..   ..Proof. Let h : Spec C X, A “ Spec C Y, A and suppose thata 0 0
U  .  .h P9 s P. We then have the induced homomorphism h : C Y, A “a a 0 P
 .C X, A . From the corollary to Proposition 1, the GDT will hold for h0 P 9 a
if the morphism h is injective.a
 .  .   ..Let A s C Y, A and A9 s C X, A . Let h frW A s 0. Then0 0 a P
 .  .  .farW A9 s 0; thus fa g W A9 s 0 A9 . Therefore there is a g gP 9 P 9 P 9
 .H  .   . <  . 4fa yP9. Hence fa n g s 0. Let g y s sup g x g A9 a x s y .Ã
Then g g A by Lemma 6. Clearly g F ga and so ga f P9. ThereforeÃ Ã Ã
 . .  .   . <  . 4g f P. Now let y g Y. Then f n g y s f y n sup g x a x s y . ByÃ Ã
w x  . .   .  . <  . 4  . .1 we get f n g y s  f y n g x a x s y . Hence f n g y sÃ
  .  . <  . 4 H  . fa x n g x a x s y s 0. It follows that f › P and so f g 0 AP
 .  .s W A ; therefore frW A s 0.P P
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We now have
PROPOSITION 10. Let A be an arbitrary linearly ordered MV-algebra.0
Then for any open and closed continuous surjection a : X “ Y, with compact
 .  .fibers, the GDT holds for h : C Y, A “ C X, A .a 0 0
 . y1 4Proof. Let g g C X, A and let y g Y. By assumption, a y is0
compact in X. It follows that g exists. The proposition now follows fromÃ
Lemma 7.
w xSuppose now that A is a subalgebra of 0, 1 . Then, again by applica-0
tions of Lemmas 5, 6, and 7 we have
PROPOSITION 11. Suppose that A is complete. Then for any spaces X, Y0
and any open closed continuous surjection a : X “ Y, the GDT holds for h :a
 .  .C Y, A “ C X, A .0 0
w xWe point out that the only complete subalgebras of 0, 1 are the finite
w xsubalgebras and 0, 1 itself.
PROPOSITION 12. Suppose X, Y are nonempty sets and that a : X “ Y is a
w xY w x Xsurjection. Then h : 0, 1 “ 0, 1 satisfies the GDT.a
Proof. Putting the discrete topology on both X and Y results in a
being an open and closed continuous surjection. Thus, by Proposition 11,
the GDT holds for h .a
4. ABELIAN l-GROUPS
 .  .For rings of bounded continuous functions A X , A Y , the GDT was
w xproved under the assumption that a was an open and closed map 12 . By
assuming that a : X “ Y has compact fibers, the GDT was established for
rings of all continuous real-valued functions. Under similar assumptions,
the results established above for MV-algebras can now be transferred by
the Mundici functor to the category of abelian l-groups with strong order
w xunit and to the category of abelian l-groups 13 . Abelian l-groups have
prime spectra consisting of l-subgroups which are prime ideals in the
latticial reduct. It should be clear that the LO, GU, and GDT can be
phrased for abelian l-groups.
Thus, if k: G “ G9 is an l-group homomorphism, we say the going
 .  .down theorem GDT holds for k provided if P9 g Spec G9 and P g
 .  .  .Spec G are such that k* P9 s P, then for all Q g Spec G with Q : P
 .  .there is a Q9 g Spec G9 , Q9 : P9 and k* Q9 s Q.
 .We say the going up theorem GU holds for k provided for each
 .  .  .Q g Spec G , P : Q, there is a Q9 g Spec G9 , P9 : Q9 and k* Q9 s Q
 .}and similarly for the lying over theorem LO .
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We consider two categories of abelian l-groups. One is G, the class of
all abelian l-groups with l-group morphisms. The other is the category Gu
 .whose objects are pairs G, u , where G is an abelian l-group and u g G is
a strong order unit and whose morphisms are l-group morphisms that
preserve the strong order unit.
There is a functor G: G “ M which is a categorical equivalence, whereu
w xM is the category of MV-algebras 13 . Curiously, in a sort of criss-cross
fashion, there is also a categorical equivalence D: G “ M , where M isp p
w xthe full subcategory of M consisting of the perfect MV-algebras 8 .
 .The functor G preserves spectra, the functor D carries Spec G homeo-
  ..  4morphically to Spec D G y M , where M is the unique maximal idealG G
 .in D G . But functors and their inverses preserve set inclusion among
 < 4ideals. G basically carries G to x g G 0 F x F u , which in turn forms an
w xMV-algebra 2, 8, 13 .
 .  .  .Let k: G, u “ G9, u9 be an l-group homomorphism such that k u
 .  .s u9, where u, u9 are strong units. Let A s G G, u and A9 s G G9, u9
 .be the corresponding MV-algebras. Then h s G k is an MV-homomor-
y1 .phism. Moreover, if H9 is a prime subgroup of G9 and k H9 s H, then
  ..  .h* G H9 s G H .
 .  .Suppose the GDT GU, LO holds for h. Then the GDT GU, LO will
hold for k, respectively. We have
PROPOSITION 13. The going up theorem and the lying o¤er theorem hold
for all k as gi¤en abo¤e.
As is to be expected, the GDT will not hold in general for morphisms in
the category G . But we haveu
PROPOSITION 14. Let X, Y be topological spaces and let a : X “ Y be an
 .  .open and closed continuous surjection. Let G X , G Y be the groups of
bounded continuous functions from X, Y, respecti¤ely, to the additi¤e group R
 .  .of real numbers. Then the induced map k : G Y “ G X satisfies thea
GDT.
 :Proof. Let G denote the Mundici functor; thus if G, e is an abelian
 :.l-group with strong order unit e, then G G, e is the corresponding
MV-algebra. G induces an order-preserving homeomorphism between
 :.   :.Spec G, e and Spec G G, e . Now, letting 1 , 1 denote respectivelyX Y
  . :the functions constantly equal to 1, we have that G X , 1 andX
  . :G Y , 1 are abelian l-groups with strong order unit. G, being a categor-Y
 .   . :.ical equivalence, now gives us a homomorphism G k : G G Y , 1 “a Y
  . :.  . .G G X , 1 . It is easy to see that G k f s fa for each f gX a
  . :.   . :.   . :.G G Y , 1 . But G G X , 1 , G G Y , 1 y Y are, respectively,Y X
 w x.  w x.  .C X, 0, 1 and C Y, 0, 1 . By Proposition 11, G k satisfies the GDT.a
Gy1 will then preserve this for k .a
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Now let G be a linearly ordered abelian group with strong order unit0
u . Endow G with the interval topology. Let X, Y be topological spaces,0 0
 .and let a : X “ Y be an open and closed surjection. Let G X and0
 .G Y denote the groups of bounded continuous from X and from Y,0
respectively, to G . Let 1 , 1 denote respectively the constant functions0 X Y
  . :   . :from X, Y that assume the value u . Then G X , 1 and G Y , 10 0 X 0 Y
are abelian l-groups with strong order unit. We have an induced homo-
  . :   . :  .morphism k : G Y , 1 “ G X , 1 given by composition, k ga 0 Y 0 X a
 .s ga with k 1 s 1 .a Y X
 .   . :.Let us examine G k acting on G G Y , 1 . The latter is justa 0 Y
  . < 4  .g g G Y 0 F g F 1 . It is clear that G k is just k restricted to0 Y a a
  . :.G G Y , 1 , hence is an MV-homomorphism. Moreover it should be0 Y
  . :.   :.. clear that G G Y , 1 s C Y, G G , u . Similarly for G G0 Y 0 0 0
 . :.  .X , 1 . Thus G k will satisfy the conditions of Proposition 10. TheX a
above discussion thus permits us to infer the GDT for k since k sa a
y1  .G G k . Soa
PROPOSITION 15. For an open and closed surjection a : X “ Y, with
 .  .compact fibers, the GDT holds for the map k : G Y “ G X .a 0 0
Suppose now that G is an abelian l-group without a strong order unit.
w xUsing the DiNola]Lettieri functor D 8 , we obtain a perfect MV-algebra
 .A s D G . D is a categorical equivalence between abelian l-groups and
perfect MV-algebras. Since this equivalence preserves the order between
ideals, we have
PROPOSITION 16. The GU and LO hold for all abelian l-group homomor-
phisms.
We now consider the case where the groups consist of all continuous
 .functions. To this end let, for a topological space, X, G X denote the
group of all continuous real-valued continuous functions on X.
Suppose then that X, Y are topological spaces and a : X “ Y is an
open, closed continuous map with compact fibers. We then have the
 .  .induced l-group homomorphism k : G Y “ G X given by compositiona
 .   ..   ..with a , k g s ga . Let A s D G Y and A9 s D G X . Let h sa a
 .D k , then h : A “ A9 is an MV-homomorphism.a a
The following lemmas are straightforward.
LEMMA 8. If the GDT holds for h , then the GDT holds for k .a a
  .. U  .   ..Let P9 g Spec G X be such that k P9 s P g Spec G Y . Assumea
  .. Xfurther that Q g Spec G Y , Q : P. Let P , P , and Q be the corre-D D D
sponding primes in A9, A.
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LEMMA 9. h satisfies the GDT if h : A “ AX X is injecti¤e.a a P PD D
  ..  . <  . 4  . <  .Now A s D G Y s 0, f f g G Y , 0 F f j 1, g g g G Y , g F
4  .. w x0 and similarly for A9 s DG X 2 .
 .  . <   ..4   .. LEMMA 10. W A s 0, f f g W G Y , where W G Y s Q gP P PD
  .. < 4Spec G Y Q : P .
 .    ..In other words, W A s D W G Y . We haveP PD
 .  ..   ..  .  4XLEMMA 11. h n, f rW A s n, h f rW A9 , where n g 0, 1 .a P a PD D
PROPOSITION 17. For topological spaces X, Y and a continuous open and
closed surjection a : X “ Y with compact fibers, the GDT holds for k :a
 .  .G Y “ G X .
 .  .Proof. We modify the proof of Lemma 7. Suppose n, f rW A is inPD
 .  .  .X Xthe kernel of h . Hence, n, f a g W A9 s O A9 . Thus, there is ana P pD D
 .  .H X  .  .  .m, g g n, fa yP . Therefore, n n m, fa n g s 0, 0 . Now g y sÃD
  . <  . 4sup g x a x s y exists since by assumption fibers are compact. So
 .  .  .  . Xg g G Y . Clearly m, g F m, g and m, g f P . Now, on Y, f n g s 0.Ã Ã Ã D
 .  .  .H  .Thus, n, f n m, g s 0. It follows that n, f › P . Hence n, f gD
 .O A s W . We infer that h is injective. The proposition now followsP P aD D
from Lemmas 8 and 9.
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